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§O 
LET W be a smooth compact manifold with l-connected boundary. We shall call W a 
homotopy p-sphere with boundary if W has the same homotopy type as the p-dimensional 
sphere F’. The diffemorphic classification of W is related to other classification problems, 
for example, the diffeomorphic classification of handle-bodies of type Dp+4+’ u Dp x Dq+’ 
(dim W = p + q + 1 2 6), or the isotopy classification of framed embeddings: Sp-’ x Dq+’ 
--t Sp+4 (see [3]). S ma e 1 h as shown in [6] that W is diffeomorphic to a Dq+’ bundle over 
S’ if 2q > p > 2. Therefore we study the case 4 5 2q 5 p. Wall has shown in [7] how a 
smooth compact manifold with l-connected boundary can be obtained as follows. Let 
(X, 8X) be a finite C W-complex pair such that 8X is l-connected and let z be an element of 
H,(X, 8X) which induces isomorphisms 
zn; H’(X; G) + H&X, 8X; G) and 
zn; H’(X, 8X; G) -+ H,_,(X; G) 
for all r and all abelian groups G. Let 5 be an N-plane bundle over X with Thorn complex 
T(5), and let 0~ E n,+,V(5), T(UaX)) h ave the property H(E) = Q(z), where H denotes the 
relative Hurewicz homomorphism and @ denotes the Thorn isomorphism. Then we shall 
call (X, 8X, z, 5, a) a bounded invariant system, (B.Z.S.). Wall proved: If ~12 6,2N > n + 3, 
any B.I.S. can be realized by a manifold W” c DNtn and the pair (DNfn, W”) is unique up 
to diffeomorphism. 
Conversely since W determines an essentially unique B.Z.S. the study of Wis equivalent 
to that of B.Z.S. We shall apply the theory of Wall to a homotopy sphere with l-connected 
boundary. In the sequel, in order to avoid troublesome arguments, we shall postulate the 
inequality p > q + 1 > 2 which is satisfied for our interesting case 2q 5 p. Let W be a homo- 
topyp-sphere with l-connected boundary (dim W = p + q + 1). Since the boundary a W has 
the same homotopy type as a CW-complex K with form Sq U, ep ug epfq we can obtain W 
as a realization of a certain B.I.S. (K/, K, z, 5, A) where K, denotes the mapping cylinder 
of a mapf : K + Sp with degree one on ep. Thus it is important to describe all B.I.S. obtained 
from K and J In this paper we shall consider the case (p, q) = (4, 2) but various results 
which hold in general cases shall be stated as propositions. This problem was suggested by 
Prof. I. Tamura. The author wishes to express his sincere thanks to the referee. 
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Now let f, g : K -+ Sp be maps which have degree one on ep. If there is a map 
F:(& K)-+(K,, K) such that restrictions F 1 K,, F 1 K are both homotopy equivalences 
then it is clear that W which is obtained as a realization of some B.I.S. (K,, K, z’, c’, A’) 
is also obtained as a realization of a B.I.S. (K/, K, z, 5, A). Thus from our point of 
view we may identify Kf with Kg. Let L = S4 u,eP be the subcomplex of K. Since two 
maps f, g as above may be considered to have the same restrictionsflL, g1 L, they define 
a separation element d(f, g) belonging to 7rp+&Sp). 
PROPOSITION 1. If /3 is an element of infinite order and EC! 0 d(f, g) = 0 then M’e may 
identifV K/ with Kg. 
The proof will be completed by a series of lemmas. 
LEMMA I. I. If j? is an element of injinite order and d(f, g) is contained in the image of the 
homomorphism f* : n,+,(K) --f rtp+,, (Sp) then there exists a homotopy equivalence h: K -+ K 
such that f 0 h is homotopic to g. 
Proof. Let y be an element of 7rp+,(K) whose f,-image is d(f, g) and let i be the identity 
map: K+ K. It is clear that we can chose a map h: K-+ K such that d(h, i) = y and 
h 1 L = identity. From the identities d( f i, fh) = f,d(i, h) = f*(r) = d(f, g), d(g, fh) = 
d(g, f) + d(f, fh) = d(g, f) + f,d(i, h) = d(g, f) + d(f, g) = 0 we have that g is homotopic 
to fh. Now consider the homomorphism h * : H,(K) -+ H,(K). It is clear that h,(e’) = e’ for 
i = 0, q, p. From the definition of separation elements we have (ep+4 - h,(eP+q)) = y+(eP+4). 
Since p is an element of infinite order the homomorphismj : x,+,(K) -+ n,+,(K, L) is trivial. 
Hence y can be deformed into L and the induced map on H,+,(K) is trivial. Thus lemma 1.1 
is proved. 
LEMMA 1.2. Suppose that /J’ is an element of injinite order. Then EccOd(f, g) = 0 if and 
only if d(f, g) belongs to f*-image. 
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram. 
n,+,(L) 5 ~p+qw) 3 ~p+,(K, L) 5 ?rp+q_ ,(L) 
\ I 
(f IL)’ *\ J* 
I I 
$+q(SP) 
Since *I(~+&K, L) is isomorphic to the infinite cyclic group and the &image of a generator 
is j?, the homomorphism i is onto. Hence we have f,-image = (f I L),-image. We may con- 
sider that the map f I L is the map which pinches S4 to a point. Now consider the following 
diagram 
n,+,(L) f ~p+q(L, s9 2 n,+,_,(Sq) 
(fl\, ~mLyL-l 
up:,@? 
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By using the fact (fl L),n,+,(L, Sq) = n,+,(Y) we can complete the proof from the obvious 
commutativity of the above diagram. 
Proof of Prop. 1. By lemma 1.1 and 1.2 we may suppose 9 = fh for a homotopy equiva- 
lence h : K-t K. Define a map F : (Kf, , K) + (KS, K) as follows 
F(x, t) = (h(x), t) for (x, t) E K x I and F(y) =y for y E Sp. 
Clearly F is well defined and continuous. Since the restrictions F 1 Kjh and F 1 K are obviously 
homotopy equivalences the proof is completed. 
Next consider conditions under which there exists a map f: K -+ Sp with degree one 
on ep. Let j be the injection homomorphism : z,(L) + n,(L, Sq) and let B be the charac- 
teristic map for ep of L, i.e. E : (LIP, BP) -+ (L, Sq). 
LEMMA 1.3. For the existence of a map f : K -+ Sp with degree one on ep it is necessary 
and sufficient that j(p) is contained in the injinite cyclic group generated by the relative White- 
head product [E, I,], . 
Proof. Let P be the map : L -+ Sp which pinches Sq to a point. It is clear that the existence 
off as above is equivalent to extendability of P, i.e. P&l) = 0. Consider the following 
commutative diagram 
~,+,-I{L) 5 np+4- ,(L? SP) 
A 
\ 
L I 
p* 
%l+q- 1(S4) 
rr,+,_,(L, 9) is isomorphic to the direct sum of &c~+~-~(D~, dP) and Z([k, Z,],) [4]. It is 
easy to see that P,([d, I,],) = 0 and the factor zp+q_l (Dp, b,“) is isomorphically transformed 
into 71 p+q(Sp) by P,. Hence P*(p) = 0 is equivalent to j(p) = m[E, Z,], for some integer m. 
PoincarC duality in (Kf, K) means that there exists an element z of HP ,,+,(Ks, K) 
such that homomorphisms 
z n : H’(K/ ; G) + Hp+q+l_r (Kf, K;G)andzn :Hr(Ks, K;G)+Hp+q+l-,(K,.;G) 
are isomorphisms. Then we have 
PROPOSITION 2. Poincare’ duality in (KS, K) is equivalent to Poincare’ duality in K and 
the latter is also equivalent to the condition eq v ep = ep+q m H*(K) where v denotes the cup 
product. 
Proof: If PoincarC duality in (Kf, K) holds we put z’ = dz. By standard properties of 
cap product and the following commutative diagram we can easily obtain Poincark duality 
in K. (n =p+q+ 1). 
H’(KI, K; G)- -H’(K; G) 
I 
WK,; G) -H’+‘(K,, K; G)- H’+ ‘(K,; G) 
zn 
I 
zn 
I 
z’n I zn 
I \ 
zn 
H,_,(K,; G) + IT&K,, K; G) -+ H,_,_ ,(K: G) -+ H,_,_ l(K,; G) + H,_,_ ,(K/, K; G) 
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Conversely suppose that there exists an element z’ of H,_,(K) such that the homomorphism 
z’ n : H’(K; G) + H,,_,_,(K; G) is an isomorphism. There exists a unique element z 
of H,(K,, K) which satisfies az = z’, since H,_,(K,) = H,(Kf) = 0. From the homology 
exact sequence of the pair (K,, K) and the hypothesis p > q + 1 2 3 it is easy to obtain 
that 
H,(K,,K;G)=O forr#q,p+q, 
and 
H,(K,, K; G) = G for r = q, p + q. 
On the other hand, since H,(Kf ; G) is trivial for r # 0, p and is isomorphic to G for r = 0, p, 
it is sufficient for Poincar& duality to show that 
1. zn :Hr(Kf;G)-+H,,_,(Kf,K;G) is an isomorphism for r = 0, p, n = p + q + 1. 
2. z n : H’(K, Kf ; G) + H,_,(Kf ; G) isanisomorphismforr=q+l,p+q+l. 
These isomorphisms are obtained at once from consideration of the following commutative 
diagrams, 
0- H’(K,; G) -H’(K; G)- 
zn 
I 
z’n 
I 
0,O -+ H’-‘(K; G)-+H’(K,, K; G)-+O 
ZIA 
I 
zn 
0-~H,_,(K,,K;G)-,H,_,_,(K;G)-*O,O-tH,_,(K;G) -&,(K,;G)+O, 
where each horizontal sequence is exact for r = 0, p (in the left) and for r = q + 1, p + q + 1 
(in the right). It is known [5] that eq u ep = mep+q in H*(K) is equivalent toj(/?) E @a”, I,], 
modEon p+q_l(Dp, dp) wherejis the inclusion homomorphism : TC,+,_,(L) + z,+,_,(L, Sq), 
and so, by lemma 1.3 and Prop. 2, we have 
COROLLARY. For the existence of a map f : K + Sp with degree one on ep and Poincard 
duality in (Kf , K) it is necessary and suficient that j(p) = [a, I,], . 
§3 
In this section we shall consider the attaching map of the top cell in certain Thorn 
complexes. Let X be a CW-complex which is obtained by attaching an n-cell D” to a CW- 
complex Y by a map f : S”-’ + Y(n > dim Y + 1). Let C be an N-plane bundle over X such 
that its restriction to Y is trivial. The Thorn complex of 5, T(t), has the form T(< 1 Y) u eN+“, 
and by using [2] we have T(5 ( Y) = T(0) $8 T(N) = (Y u So) % SN = SN u EbN Y where N 
is the N-plane bundle over a point and 0 is the O-plane bundle over Y.t Hence the homotopy 
class of the attaching map of the top cell eN+” is an element of nN+n-l(SN u ENY) z 
XN+n-l(SN) + nN+n-l (EN Y). On the other hand 5 is an induced bundle of an N-plane bundle 
q over S” by the map P : X--f S” which pinches Y to a point. Then if we denote by c$ the 
homotopy class of the attaching map for eN+” we have 
PROPOSITION 3. a<* =J(r]) + ENf in the above decomposition where J denotes the 
J-homomorphism : n,(SO(N)) --+ 7cn,+.(SN). 
For the proof we need the following special case, proved in (10.1) of [I]. 
t This explanation is due to the referee. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let n be a N-plane bundle over S” with the Thorn complex T(r). Then 
T(5) = SN u Jcqj e 
NilI 
. 
PROOF. The map rp : SN v EN Y + SN such that cp 1 SN is the identity and cp 1 ENY is 
constant is equivalent to the map T(p 1 Y) : T(e 1 Y) + T(q I *) induced by the restriction of 
P to Y. Now since the degree on H,,+N (T(C), T(t I Y)) of the map Tp : (T(t), T(5 I Y)) -, 
(T(q), T(n I *)) is one we have cp*(c$) = J(q) from the following diagram and lemma 3.1 
1 E %+ N(T(t)> T(t I y)) --) %+ N(T(d~ T(? I *I> 3 1 
~E~~,+N-~(T(~IY))-‘~~,+N-~(T(~I*))~J(~) 
Thus we can put of = J(q) + y. We prove 
LEMMA 3.2. y is independent of n, Assuming this, the proof of the proposition follows at 
once since it is easy to see that a{ = ENf if 5 is trivial. 
Proof of lemma 3.2. Let Xi(i = 1, 2) be copies of X and let XI v X, be the complex 
which is obtained by identifying Y of XI with Y of X, . Let vl, qz be N-plane bundles over 
S” and let Q be the map : XI v X, + S;. v Sl which pinches Y to a point. Consider a map 
r : S” -+ XI u X, such that r,(l) = 1’ - 1” where 1, 1’ and 1” denote generators of H,(S”) 
and H,(X, u X,) respectively. Then from the following diagram 
%+#(Qr)-‘@I), S”) -+ “L+N(T(Q-~(~I)), UQ-‘(4 l y))-‘%+N(T($, s”> 
a I a I a I 
nn+N-l(SN) - 'L+~-dT@-'(rl) 1 y)) - nn,+N-l(SN) 
where (*)-l(q) denotes the induced bundle of v by *, we have J(ql) - J(q2) = (J(qI) + /II) 
- (J(q2) + &); i.e. PI = /?a. Now let fi, f2 be two maps : X+ Sp such that fi I Y = fi I Y 
and let gi be the bundles induced by fi from an N-plane bundle r] over S”. 
LEMMA 3.3. ~1:’ - crp = iN.(J(yl)o EN-’ d(f,, fi)) ‘where iN* denotes the inclusion homo- 
morphism : X, _,(S”) + n, -,(T(ci I Y)). 
For, by an argument similar to that of lemma 3.1 we have i,,(J(d(f,, f&t)) = CC<, - Q. 
Since we know J(dCf,, fi)*q) = J(q) 0 EN-’ d(f,, fJ we have the lemma. 
Next we consider attaching classes in Thorn complexes of vector bundles over Sq x Sp 
which are induced by the projection map p : Sq x 9 + Sp. Let n be an N-plane bundle over 
9. Since it is obvious that 5 = P*(n) = 0 x q where 0 is the O-plane bundle over Sp, we have 
T(t) = T(P,(n)) = (Sq v So) XC (SN uJC,) eNfp) = Sq %X (SN u eN+p) v So % (SN u eN+p) = 
SN+qu Eq~(q) eN+p+q v SN u ~(1) eN+P.t 
Thus from lemma 3.3 we have 
PROPOSITION 4. Let f be a map : Sq x Sp +Sp with degree one on ep and let uE be the 
t This is due to the referee. 
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attaching class of the top cell of the Thorn complex of the bundle which is induced by f from 
an N-plane bundle v] ozler S*. Then we have 
ay = i,+,GqJ(~Y) + ~,AJ(v)E~- ’ d(d)) 
in 7~~+*+~-~ ((SN vSN+q)ueN+p). 
For the next lemma we need the following homotopy theoretic argument. Let L be a com- 
plex with form Sq v o1 e* and let L,, L, be two copies of L. Let Lbe the complex which is ob- 
tained by identifying Sqof L, and Sqof L, . Let I,2 be generators of np(L:Sq) z H,(E: Sq) = 
Z +Z such that i,JE) = 1, for k = 1, 2, where ik denotes the inclusion : L -+ L, c J?, and 
let r be the map : E+ L defined by r [L, = identity. We assert that there exists a unique 
element 6 of np( @’ which satisfies y,(6) = 0 and y’(6) = 1, - 1, . For since a(l, - 1,) = 
CL - c( = 0 there exists an element 6’ of x,(L) such that ~‘(6’) = 1, - 1, . Consider the 
commutative diagram; 
np(S4) 7 n,(L) f n,(k S4) 
jid ire ire 
n,(S4) -+ X,(L) + 7r*(L, 9). 
Since jr,(6’) = r,j(6’) = 0 we have i(8”) = r,(6’) for some element 6” of rcp(Sq). Put 
6 = 6’ - i(F). It is clear that 6 is an element of z*(l) which satisfies the conditions. Let s 
be another element of n,(z) satisfying the conditions. Fromj(6 - 8) = 0 we can obtain an 
element y of rrp(Sq) such that i(y) = 6 - 8. By applying r* to both sides we have 6 = 8, i.e. 6 
is unique. Now consider iI, - i2,(B) for any element /I of rcp+q-l(L). Since j(b) is expressed 
as m[E, [,I, + a 0 fl for some integer m and j E n,+,_,(D*, &‘) (see [4]), we have 
Ai,, - i&9) = m[lr, /,I, - mC12, [,I, + 1, 0 B - 1, 0 B 
= m[l, - 1,) l,], + (li - 1J 0 j7.l 
Let P be the pinching map : L + L/S4 = S*. Since the j-image of iI, - i2,(j?) is equal to 
that of m[6, Z,] + 6 o P*(p), iI, - i&?) = m[& ilq + 6 o P,(B) + i(x) holds for some element 
xofrc p+q_-l(Sq). By applying r* to both sides we have r,i(x) = 0. Thus, since rJ(x) = i(x) 
we have iI, - i2,(fi) = m[6, /,I + 6 o P*(P). 
Now let K be a CW-complex Sq u, e* up e* fq and let f be a map : K -+ Se with degree 
one on ep. Our purpose is to describe cl< I. Let Kl and K, be two copies of K and let R be 
the CW-complex which is obtained by identifying Sq of K with Sq of K, . Let L be the 
subcomplex of K, Sq v, e*, and L,, L, be two copies of L. In the same way as r? we construct 
x. Let i,, i, be inclusion maps : (K, L) -+ (I?, E). Then, from the above argument (the case 
nz = l), we have 
LEMMA 3.4. il.(p) - i2+(/?) = [S, Z,] + Sob, where b is the image of /? by the pinching map 
P ; L -+ L/S4 and I, is the generutor of x,(L). On the other hand from the existence off we 
have 
t The separation element d(fi , A> is defined by 6. 
$ Note that F is the suspended element. 
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LEMMA 3.5. There exists an element /?’ of TC# _l(SN+q) such that i(fl’) = EN/l, uahere i
denotes the inclusion map : SN+4 --f ENL.t 
For, by the homotopy exact sequence of the pair (ENL, EN??): 
it is sufficient to show thatj(ENp) = 0. The pinching map P : L -+ L/S4 induces the pinching 
map ENP : ENL + ENLIENS and (ENP), : n, _,(E’L, ENSq) + z# _l(ENL/ENSq) is an iso- 
morphism onto for sufficiently large N. 
Thus we have 
(ENP)+.j(ENp) = (ENP)*(EN/?) = EN(P*(@) = 0. 
Consider a map F : I? -+ Sy v Sq such that F 1 Ki = f and let $ be an N-plane bundle over 
Sp v Sg such that f 1 Sf = q and q 1 S,P is trivial. From lemma 3.4 we have a map 
o : 9 x Sq -+i? such that the degree on ep+q .IS of type (1,l). Thus by using lemma 3.3 and 
3.5 we have 
LEMMA 3.6. Ti,,(a:) = Ti,+(iN+,(E’.f(q) + iN+ q(fi’)), I( ,h ere Ti, denotes the natural map 
induced by i, : L + i?. 
Now we want to remove Til, from the above equality. Consider the homotopy exact 
sequence of the pair (T(5 IL) USN+q ENL), T(t IL)) : n,(T(t IL) USN+., ENL, T(5: IL)) 3 
z# _,(T(t IL)) + n, _,(T(< I L) UsNtq ENL). If weidentify n,(T(r IL) USN+q ENL, ENL) with 
Err, _l(SN+P-‘) d is identified with iN+q o (ENS),. Hence Tile is injective provided iN+,o(E”a)* 
is trivial. The condition for this is that the EN@,-image is included in d-image, as indicated 
in the diagram; 
n,(T(< ( L), SN v SN+q) 
IL) u SN +,ENL> 
If we identify n,(T({ IL), SN v SN+q) with Er(,_l(SN+P-l) and also identify 
n,_,(SN v SN+q) with x# -l(SN) + n,_,(SN+q), (in the vertical line), is identified with 
(J(v) + ENa),, i.e. a(x) = J($,(x’) + (ENS),, where E (x’) corresponds to x in the above 
identification. Thus we have 
PROPOSITION 5. If the homomorphism J(q)* : zn, _l(SN+P-‘) + zc# _l(SN) is trivial we 
have a6 = iN+,,(EqJ(q) + /I’). 
COROLLARY. Let K be a CW-complex Sq v, ep up ep’q and let f be a map : K + S* with 
t Throughout what follows the symbol # means N + p + 4. 
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degree one on ep_ Let q be an N-plane bundle over Sp and let us suppose that the homomorphism 
J(r), : 7c# _I(SN+P-‘) --f n, -i(S”) is trivial. Then the Thom complex of the bundle induced 
by f from 11 is reducible if and only if EqJ(q) + p’ is contained in ENa,-image lvhere /I’ denotes 
an element of za -l(SNfq) such that i&l’) = EN/3. 
04 
Now consider the mapping cylinder of Kf indicated in $0. Let q be an N-plane bundle 
over Sp and let E be the induced bundle of 17 induced by the natural retraction r : Kf -+ Sp. 
Of course the restriction c 1 K is the same as 5. We shall say that the pair (T(t), T(5)) is 
relatively reducible if and only if the generator of If, +l(T(& T(Q) is relatively spherical. 
Our purpose is to obtain conditions under which (T(f), T(e)) is relatively reducible. It is 
clear that if (T(f), T(5)) is relatively reducible T(5) . IS reducible. Hence we shall suppose 
that T(c) is reducible. Since the exact homotopy sequence of the pair (T(t), T(5)) is equi- 
valent to one 
7c # + ,(T(& T(0)-a-,n #(T(5)) -r,;’ 77 #(T(V)) 
it is sufficient for us to consider the T/,-image of the subset A, c 7c#(T({)). Consisting of 
elements which are mapped to the generator of HKT([)) by the Hurewicz homomorphism. 
LEMMA 4.1. (T(t), T(Q) is relatively reducible if and only if P,Tf*(Ag) is contained in 
(E Nfla),-kernel where P denotes the pinching map T(q) -+ SN’p = T(q)/SN. 
Proof. From the reducibility of T(r) we have 
A, = I., $ i*z.(T(4: / L)) 
for an element A,-, of A, where i is the inclusion map : T(< 1 L) + T(r). Then by using the 
standard arrow argument of exact sequences the proof follows from consideration of the 
commutative diagram 
n,(SN v SNf”) -n#(T(irIL))--in.(SN+p)(~~q)vtNl)~~,n#-’(SN v SN+‘) 
ji”e [%* 1, j1”0 
n.(SN)- n,(T(rl))-,*-)n,(S”‘-“)~~~-’ X#-l(SN) 
Let fi, fi be maps such as f and let ACi be the set defined similarly to A,. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that the homomorphism J(q)* : n, _I(SN+P-l) + rr# _r(SN) is trivial. 
For some elements Izi of ACi we have 
Proof. Now we are put in the situation 
Z 
5 - r’l u 52 -‘I 
I 1 I 
S p++ K, v K2 -+ sp 
Sl us2 
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where dcf,,fi) = (fi uf2)$. Hence we have the diagram 
7c#(T(<1 u 52)) ~“7i,(T(&+nq(SN+P) 
T T 
\ 
il, izr \p* 
\ 
\Z 
n,(TG)) rk(T63) ~47+k)) 
where TflUf2 Oil* = Tf,, , TflUSZtOi2* = Tsz,. Since the degree of I/J on ep’q is of type 
(1, - 1) theresexists an element A of n,(T((;)) such that 
for some ;li of Ati, by using the hypothesis on J(q)*. Then if we can prove the following 
lemma the proof is completed from the above diagram. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let g be a map : S” --f S” and let yl be an N-plane bundle over S”. Let 5 be 
the induced bundle of q by g. Clearly we have the map of pairs : (T(5), S”) -+ (T(q), SN) and 
therefore we have a map TSISN : SNfm = T([)/SN -+ SNtn = T(yr)/SN. Then we have 
T,ISN=ENgij’m< 2n-I. 
For, let a : SnM1 -+ SO(N) be the characteristic map for q, and let D” x DN be the space 
which is obtained from D” x DN by identifying (x, y) with (x,, a(x)y) if RE 27-l x DN. By 
James-Whitehead [9] we may consider the total space of q as D” x DN, and therefore 
TqlSN may be considered as D” x DN/D” x SN-l u S”-’ x DN. Simila$y we may consider 
TrlSN as D” x_ D”jD”‘:; SN-’ z S”-’ zaDN if g = Es. Let h and k be the identification 
maps : D” x zN -+ D” x” DN and D”’ x zN -+ D” x DN respectively. By considering the cell 
a a3 
as a cone over the boundary sphere we have a map c5 : D” -+ D”. Now define a map 
F: D” x D” -+ D” x DN by F(x, y) = (cf(x), y). Then the map T,ISN : TtISN -+ Ty/SN is 
clearly the map naturally induced by F, i.e. 
SN+m = TqSN = Dm x DN/Dm x SN-’ u S”‘- ’ x DNGz D” x DNID” x 
G7 a5 aG 9 a a 
kl 
SN-’ ” S”-’ ; DN = Tr]/SN = SNtn 
I 
sN+m = D” x DN;om x sN-’ u y-1 x DN~_, I hi 
D” x DNID” ; sN--1 u S”-’ x DN = sN+n 
Since h, k are both of degree one we have F/ = ENg from a property of the suspension 
homomorphism. Thus the proof is completed. Now by combining propositions we have 
THEOREM. Let K be a CW-complex Sq v ep y e p’q and let q be an N-plane bundle over 
L 
Sp. Suppose that the homomorphism J(q)* : ~p+q+N_I(SN+P-‘) + zp+qfN_ l(SN) is trivial. 
Then there exists a map f : K + Sp such that: 
(1) ,f has degree one on ep, 
(2) (Kf , K) satisjies Poincare’ duality, 
(3) the pair (T(t), T(i;)) is relatively reducible, where (: = f *($; 
if and only if the foIlow?ing are satisfied: 
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(1) j,(p) = [E, i,],, wherej, : ~c~+~-~(S~ ?J eP) -+ 7rp+q_1(Sq u ep, Sq), 
(2) EqJ(n) + /I’ is contained in (ENa),-image for some element p’ such that ENp = i&I’), 
b’ E n,+q+N-,(SN+q)* 
Moreover, in our sense f’is unique. 
In this section, as an example, we shall consider the case (4, p) = (2, 4), i.e. 
K = S2 u e4 7 e6. Since x,(S2) is the infinite cyclic group generated by the Hopf map 
h : S3 -+ “s2 let us take a = k(h), for some integer k, and let Ek be the S2-bundle over S4 
whose characteristic class has k(h) as its P,-image, where P, denotes the homomorphism 
induced by the natural projection map P : SO(3) --f S2. Now we may consider L as a 
subcomplex of E,, , and define Pk as the d-image of a generator of n,(E, , L) x2. Firstly, we 
note that the hypothesis of Theorem, that J(n), is trivial, is satisfied for all r] because 
J(v) * : 7TN+,(SN+3) -m,+,(SN) = 0. 
LEMMA 5.1. The condition (1) of the theorem holds if and onZy if 
(1) p = Pk for odd k, 
(2) j3 = & or yk = fik + i,(hhh) for euen k. 
Remark. i,(hhh) has order two for even k. 
For, in the homotopy exact sequence of the pair (L, S’), 
%(L, S2) ; “s(S2) ; n,(L) -+ %(L, S2) 
we have &c,(L, S2) = n,(S’) for odd k and &c,(L, S2) = 0 for even k, from which (5.1) 
follows. Let fi be the generator of nN+ s(SN+2) zZ,~, i.e. h” = ENh. 
LEMMA 5.2. EN/I, = i,(2kh”), ENy, = i,((2k + 12)h). 
For, we can consider the mapping cone of the projection map : Ek + S4 as the Thorn 
complex of the vector bundle associated with Ek , and so there exists a map G: Tk + E(E,) 
with degree one on the top cell of Tk. Thus the attaching class ak of the top cell of Tk is 
mapped to E/I by the inclusion homomorphism i, : rr6(S3) -+ n6(S3 6 e7). Since ak is k times 
the generator of rc,(S3) we obtain Lemma 5.2 by considering the suspension homomorphism. 
On the other hand since the bundle q is uniquely determined by the first Pontrjagin class 
we put PI(q) = me4. Condition (2) of the Theorem is easily reformulated using 
LEMMA 5.3. E2J(~) + j’ is contained in (ENa),-image if and only tf 
m + 4k = 0 (mod 24) (k odd) 
m + 4k = 0 (mod 48) or m + 4k = 24 (mod 24) (k even). 
Thus when Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3 are fulfilled there exists a map f: K -+S4 with degree one 
on e4 such that the pair (T(t), T(c)) is relatively reducible. 
LEMMA 5.4. There exists a unique element of TN+7 (T(t), T(l)) which is mapped to the 
generator of HN+, (T(t), T(t)) by the Hurevvicz homomorphism. 
Proof. Consider the homotopy exact sequence of the pair (T(f), T(t)) 
nN,-,(T(<)) 2 %+#(5”)) --, %+7(T(5”), T(c)) + nN+6(T(t)) -, nN+6(T(t))* 
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From the following natural commutative diagram we can easily obtain that i, is an onto- 
homomorphism. 
rCv+N) -+ %+,(~(S))+?V+Gr15 IL)) 
I I+ I 
Tv,.,(SN) -+ ~iv+7(~Ol)) + “N+7(SN+“)+ %+,(SN) 
I 
7 
0 --f Ir,pJ+,(SN v sN+q’ 
Furthermore, from the following diagram similar to one in the proof of Lemma 
have that T,I,, : nN+,JT([ 1 L)) + x~+~(T(~)) is trivial. 
nN+,(SN+4) -+ %+dSN v SN+2) -+ nN+,(T(t 1 L)) + “N+6(SN+4) 
11 11~0 ]WL~ 1’ 
rN+7(SN+4)+ nN+6(SN) ---N+dT(~)) --7[N+6(SN+4)m 
By combining these facts the proof is completed. 
4.1 we 
Finally, concerning homotopy 4-spheres with boundary we have the following by 
Wall’s Theorem. A homotopy 4-sphere with boundary is determined by a pair (m, k) of 
integers satisfying m + 4k = 0 (mod 24). Specifically, m is the first Pontrjagin class of the 
normal bundle and k is determined by (e”)’ = ke4 in H * (boundary). 
Let W(m, k) be the homotopy 4-sphere corresponding to a pair (m, k). Then we have 
(1) B W(m, k) has the same homotopy type as a S2-bundle over S4 if and only if k is 
odd or k is even and m + 4k = 0 (mod 48), 
(2) W(m, k) is diffeomorphic to a D3-bundle over S4 if and only if m = -4k. 
(3) W(0, 0) is diffeomorphic to D3 x S4. 
Remark. By considering B W(m, k) we can obtain a special case of Wall’s classification 
PI. 
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